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ABSTRACT

Structural analysis was applied to the myths and 
rituals of a <jg>roup of Brazilian Indians by Claude Levi- 
Strauss in order to study and understand their kinship and 
social organization. The activities of the Ge were complex 
and involved ritual processions in which competent behavior 
was performed.

Applied to an historical text of rituals recorded 
by a scribe in central China, structural analysis first 
orders the intricacy of ritual activity, then translates 
its symbolic meaning to, and structural properties of, 
society.

This method is not herein recognized as the only 
approach to ethnographic descriptions of culture, yet it 
appears to be functionally applicable to ,a record of 
rituals of the distant past.



INTRODUCTION

The translation of the sixth dynasty ritual text, 
Ching-ch fu sui-shih-chi ( CJ ) ' Record of the
Annual Seasons in Central China, presents events recorded by 
a member of the Board of Civil Office of the Grand 
Historiographer. Ritual texts have traditionally been the
repository for data leading to an understanding and descrip
tion of cultural traits. This text from Tsung-lin

was recorded after the Yuan-ti emperor /C-i ^  (552-
555 A .D.) of the Liang dynasty had suppressed the Ching-
chou Ti'j vl̂  section of the great land divisions. He was

2ordered to go to central China to both record and live with 
its inhabitants. Thus serving the imperium, he moved the 
Civil Office of the Grand Historiographer to a location 
within the Yangtze River Basin (Ssu-k'u chJuan-shu tsung-mu 
\ ( p 4 ' J L '  S ) (1957). In his preface, Tsung-lin
remarks that the people of Ch'u, M  central China, are not 
emigrants whose origins began in the north. His ritual 
text is thus a description of an indigenous culture, but

1. The biographical information on the author,

(1957) .
2. In ancient Chinese history, Ching-chou here re' 

ferred to as central China, was regarded as the South.



apparently considered within the Sinitic parameters which 
constituted the Chinese civilization of the period„

As an ethnographic representation of rituals, ob
served of a regional group in a period of transition, the 
fact of China's disunity through these centuries adds 
greater significance to a particularistic analysis. From 
the text, beliefs may be rendered from the ceremonial rites 
and behavior described through the processions of the 
people. The Record of the Seasons in Central China is most 
conspicuous as an example of symbolic traits attributed to 
a people of central China. A symbolic analysis of the 
rites would represent primarily the symbolic sentiment of 
its participants. Although this record does not appear to 
allow us to perceive the social relationships of the par-k 
ticipants, the text does elicit a form or forms of social 
structure in analysis.

At the time of Tsung-lin's observations and re
cording of the tzext, Buddhism was already providing a 
counseling popular faith for the people of central China. 
Taoism, with its primitive, shamanistic, magical, scientific 
accretions, had become an organized religion. How, and in 
what forms and structures these beliefs and others are 
expressed in the text, the Record of the Annual Seasons in 
Central China is the focus of this research and analysis.
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In an approach to structural anthropology, Claude 

Levi-Strauss is concerned with the classificatory abilities 
and functions of the human mind. . In method, Claude Levi- 
Strauss translates concepts from linguistics into a pro
cedure of structural analysis of myths. As in language, 
where the symbolic codes form contrastive dimensions of 
paradigmatic and syntagmatic series., in myth, or the series 
of symbols which are manifested in myth, L^vi-Strauss 
analyzes cultural phenomena on the semeiotic level. Ulti
mately, a synthesis of symbolic phenomena into structures 
and models of the unconscious infrastructures are formed in
the same patterns as in language. Universals are to be
found at the level of infrastructure, not in discrete, 
conscious manifestations.

Levi-Strauss is concerned, not with the organization 
of any particular society, but with the constants of the 
human mind:

The unconscious ceases to be the ultimate haven of 
individual peculiarities.... ... It is reducible to
a function--the symbolic function, which is specific
ally human, and which is carried out according to 
the same laws among all men, and actually corresponds
to the aggregate of these laws. . . .  The world of
symbolism is infinitely varied in content, but 
always limited in its laws (L^vi-Strauss,..1967:198- 
99) .

The method used for determining how the unconscious operates 
is structural analysis.

By first ordering symbolic phenomena under study 
into gross constituent units, the essential model is deduced



from empirical observations of natural distinctions, or 
binary,oppositions. From the binary oppositions para
digmatic (metaphor) and syntagmatic (metonym) series are 
revealed in the unconscious logic, the corpus of laws which 
generate, isomorphically, the structure of society.

As in linguistic transformations, the anthropolo
gist's object of structural analysis is to look beyond 
conscious manifestations of symbolic phenomena and formulate 
and make explicit what lies in the unconscious. The 
vitality of such an objective is in the linguist's observa
tions of competent speech acts; as in the case where the 
native speaker is unaware of the phonetic and grammatical 
rules which generate his intelligent utterances. Thus in 
analysis, parole transforms and langue is revealed in 
structures and models which is Levi-Strauss'(̂ objective in 
the structural analysis of myth and ritual.

Conscious models of the way society views itself is 
of interest to Levi-Strauss, insofar as the external mani
festations of its logical laws are manipulations of cultural 
categories. Further, in dealing with the unconscious 
infrastructure, explications of the preconceived rules 
manifested in competent social activity are discovered. 
Cultural categories or context affecting social activity 
are derived through structural analysis of the relatedness 
of two or more objects in the syntagmatic series. In myth 
and ritual, symbolic elements which are linked together



stating contiguity as in "part to whole" and "cause and 
effect" transforms into metaphoric paradigms. These are in 
analysis definitions of the unconscious categories and pre
conceived symbolic order of the conscious and semeiotic 
level of cultural phenomena.

As a complementary design to more descriptive 
ethnographies of culture, structural analysis reduces the 
complexity and diversity of symbols into well ordered 
structures and models. In turn, the laws of logical pro
cesses are made explicit in relation to symbolic phenomena 
as well as their function in translating between nature and 
culture.

In application of structural analysis to a set of 
rituals^ recorded in the sixth century by a court scribe in 
central China, I propose to derive an isomorphic explication 
of social structure in traditional China. With an under
standing of the logical processes of the mind and its 
oppositional constructs of symbolic phenomena congruent with 
logic, a structure of society may be rendered.

The nature of the ritual text, the Record of the 
Annual Seasons in Central China, is exegetical in content. 
For Turner (1967:19), who is primarily concerned with the

3. See Appendix A for the translation of the text. 
Record of the Annual Seasons in Central China, by Tsung- 
lin; and Appendix B for an historical commentary on the 
records entered in the library encyclopedia, Ssu-k'u ch'uan- 
shu tsung-mu, y# ^  jrj? g



nature of ritual as "prescribed formal behavior not given 
over to technological routine, having reference to beliefs 
in mystical beings or powersA" ritual symbols assert 
structural properties of meaning. These structural proper
ties of meaning are: (1) the exegetic dimension, con
sisting of the whole corpus of meanings behind a particular 
symbol; (2) the operational dimension, that is, the way a 
symbol is used in various contexts; and (3) the positional 
dimension, derived from its relationship to other symbols 
in the cluster (Turner, 1969b:11-12). The intimacy between 
L^vi-Strauss' and Turner's structuralism begins with the 
basic unit, the symbol, and its associated meaning derived 
from overt symbolic expression and though. Claude Levi- 
Strauss and Turner deviate in divergent emphasis on cogni
tive processes (Levi-Strauss) and functional properties 
(Turner) of symbolic meaning. Turner believes that the 
ritual serves as an adaptive formulation of emotionally 
motivated behavior which functions to communicate efficient 
acceptable patterns of behavior to others, reduce intra- 
cultural conflict, and to promote sexual or social bonding 
(Turner, 1969a:4). The basic unit of ritualized behavior 
is the symbol, defined as

. . . a thing regarded by general consent (. . ,
by persons.of the same culture) as "naturally" 
typifying or representing'something by possession 
of analogous qualities or by association in fact 
or thought (Turner, 1969b:8).
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In the case of the text under study, myth and ritual 

are intimately exhibited in that the ritual activity is 
often derived from myth, in a structural analysis, internal 
variability is confined to the content of the set of 
symbolic phenomena. In Turner, the symbolic meaning is 
derived from various systemic circumstances external to the 
symbol in its "final transition" in structural analysis. 
Thus, in analyzing the symbols in the text from central 
China, I will refer to Turner's structural properties of 
meaning in explication of the qualities of the symbols. 
Further, I will apply Levi-Strauss1 logical processes of 
intuition and deduction into binary oppositions and con
trastive sets, in mediating a resolution to the contradic
tions expressed on the semeiotic level,



ANALYSIS

One element of the text which exhibits an empirical 
binary opposition is soup. In passage 2, the first month, 
first day (hereafter abbreviated PAS 2/1:1), a series of 
ritual activities, peach soup is drunk as an apotropaic 
elixir effective against noxious vapors and demons. Within 
the same ritual, glutinous horn soup is presented as an 
offering to a deity/deities auspiciously associated with 
the New Year„ PAS 26/5:5 prescribes the drinking of noodles 
in soup for warding off evil demons. A glutinous rice soup 
with meat broth is presented as an offering to the founder 
of the Ch'in dynasty commemorated as the first emperor of a 
unified China. The quality of soup translates [glutinous: 
thick: :fluid: thin] . Further, offerings to deities are sub
stantially of grain and thick, reducing to [thin:thick:: 
elixir:offering]. See Appendix C for symbol chart.

Wine is also within the series of elements presented 
in PAS 2. From the ritual process, an order from senior to 
junior presents themselves in proper attire, then preceding 
in this age order to kowtow, present wines, eggs, and a 
peachboard until the process of presentations is completed. 
An inversion of this age order initiates drinking the 
sacrificial wines in order from junior to senior. The age 
order to the ritual process has been underscored by the



permutation of old/young in a social domain and inverted 
into young/old in a physiological domain.

The element of grass appears to follow a permutation 
from a general meaning to a particular as illustrated in 
PAS 1/1:1,

[bamboo popped — *- (noise) exorcises demons] ;
PAS 3/1:1,

[rush ropes — (suspended on the inner door) 
exorcises the 100 demons];

PAS 10/1:29,
[reeds and rushes --►* (set on fire) causing
demons to depart]; 

and in PAS 21/5:5 where the gathering of 
scholars
farmers trample 100 grasses *• regulate 100 ills
merchants compete moxa grass
artisans

(looks like people: )
(hung above door) » exorcise

poisons
The competition for grasses suggests a sorting process for 
the particular grass moxa, and also a device for dividing 
the communally collected grasses by the four categories of 
the populace, In general [grasses — — ward off ills and 
demons].

Cakes are also general and particular as they are 
observed on an empirical level. In PAS 18/3:3 a cake is 
made from juice, flour, and shu-ch1 u ( ) grass.
These "dragon tongue" cakes overcome seasonal ethers. In
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PAS 7/1:15, the bean cake with fat oil added on top, is 
offered in ceremonial worship to the Inner and Outer door 
guardians. In PAS 24/5:5, rice cakes are offered to the 
deity Ch'u Yuan, a scholar who committed suicide because of 
his failure to gain imperial recognition for his virtue and 
talent. In general within the ritual text, cakes are 
offerings of food to deities, yet in particular, when cake 
and the efficacious grasses are aligned, the permutation is 
in the physiological domain.

In PAS 1/1:1 
[cock -— >- caw (noise) arouses humans]
[bamboo — ■ >■ pops (noise) exorcises demons] .

The opposition of the passage may be reduced to a uncon
scious structure of

[cock's caw:bamboo popping.:: human activity: 
spiritual activity].

Further, natural distinctions translate into the binary 
oppositions of

[cock/human :: bhmboo/spirit (demons)].
The latter binary set was discussed in the category of 
grass. The cock/human set will be explained in analysis of 
other passages in the ritual process. In PAS 3/1:1,

[the cock — portrait (placarded on the inner door) ] . 
The portrait is transformed from PAS 2, where it is stated 
that peachboard portraits were efficacious in warding off 
ills and demons; its apotropaic quality being derived from
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the peachwood and translating a contradictory 

[cock/spirit (demon)]„
The portrait of the cock substantially is of peachwood, and 
this element metonymically resolves the contradiction. 
Continuing with the paradigm, cock/human, PAS 12/2:22,

[cock — -*• caw (marks) arrival of birds like
ravens — dark birds arrive y populace walking
into the fields].

Again from PAS 1,
[cock ■— y- caws arouses human activity family 
proceeds to front of the courtyard]„

From the repetitive translation, the following binary sets 
may be deduced _

[cock caw:ritual activity]
and

[cock caw:agricultural activity].
The cock/human is metonymically related in both social and 
economic domains„

The general binary set bird/human appears in 
particular relatedness between cock/human, but also in 
swallows/human and even more distinctive in the case of the 
transformations of huo-ku/ku-huo birds. The reductions 
proceed as follows, PAS 6/1:15,

[silk — images of swallows]
(

["good spring"  > (pasted) on swallow images] .
["good spring":swallow images :: spring;swallows]
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and in PAS 12,

[cock  *- caw
4

dark birds arrive (metaphorically swallows)
4

populace walks out into the fields].
The metonymic relationships are between both spring/swallow 
and swallow/agricultural activity, and is descriptive of 
the ritual process of [spring — swallow — -> agricultural 
activity]; spring/swallow are metonymically related to 
humans and their activity.

In PAS 19/4,
[bird's caw "huo-ku" — »huo-ku bird]

bird arrives — »farmer takes ox plow and rake
into fields].

The huo-ku ( )  bird initiates agricultural activity 
and is similar to the swallow of a different time reference, 
Spring (PAS 2:22). From PAS 9/1, the exegetical notes refer 
to the demon bird ku-huo (-i$ ) , with nominal refer
ences to the bird being female. From PAS 9,

[ku-huo (-) demon bird (female)] 
and is transformed in PAS 19 into,

[huo-ku (+) — »auspicious bird (male?)].
The particular sex of the huo-ku/ku-huo birds may 

be more finitely determined by analyzing the category it 
permutates, agriculture. Before this is undertaken, one 
more bird should be considered in the general bird/human 
binary set. In PAS 23/5:5, a myna bird is acquired and
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taught to speak. The congruency of metonymic relationship 
between bird/human is in this final articulation intimately 
and metaphorically resolved. The metaphoric transformation 
is also articulated in PAS 15, where cockfighting is a 
display of human strength, and the egg (female) is the 
overt-external expression of the human heart.^

through reduction that the affairs of sericulture are 
aligned with the female. The binary set female/sericulture 
is further transformed in PAS 27/7:7,

[cowherd/weaving maiden

The male/female and the other contrastive sets ultimately 
explicate in the economical domain [male/agriculture :: 
female/sericulture). From the logicl process of intuition, 
it may be deduced that unconsciously the huo-ku bird in 
PAS 19 is male. From PAS 28/7:7 the metaphoric paradigms 
are reduces as follows:

female — * tie silk strands — »thread needles

In the analysis of PAS 8/1:15, it is translated

male/female constellations
tending cows/sewing

male/female activity].

arrange fruit/melons — »needlework skills
red spider web — + needlework skills 

(silken)

4 , See PZVQ 1 R -in -5 v  A

passage is one o
philosopher of t..w ^  .

The commentary to the
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The particular color red is efficacious in the 

production of the skills attributed to the female. The 
metaphors relating the logical relationships are deduced 
from [female:sericulture:needlework skills — > female:silk: 
sewing] . j&fe transformations into other domains interpreted 
through the. analysis of the symbolic elements, the para
digmatic scheme is illustrated as:

Semeiotic domain tiowherd/weaving maiden
ox/spider 
A/0 (male/female)

Social domain (ritual activity ascribing silk
amulets in particular, to general 
category of sericulture to the 
female, and efficacious grasses to 
general category of agriculture to 
the male)

Economic domain Agriculture/sericulture
The general element of water in PAS 11/1:1-28 

empirically interprets a male/female context when in a 
particular setting of feasting or merriment:

[male/female on/by water  >-feasting] .
In PAS 17/3:3 the transformation explicates:

[scholar (male) by water— merriment] .
In PAS 17, and in the exegetical note the reduction is: 

[Hsu-chao (male) in water — purification] .
The semantic qualities of on/by in the former passages 
contrasts with in, in the latter passage. The semantic 
qualities rationalize the disparity on the semeiotic level. 
Economic class or time reference may lend a more generative
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structure suggested in the commentary to PAS 17 of a 
historical nature from Bodde (1975:273-291). After the Han 
dynasty (206 B.C. to 8 A.D.), on the third day of the third 
month, the ritual was transformed from purification and 
sexual rituals to one of feasting and merrymaking. The 
pre-Han dynasty rite embodied the activities of purification 
and from the ritual text of central China, a preference for 
the male is articulated. In PAS 9/1, male children are 
annointed with blood in marking a "sign" protecting the 
child from the female demon bird. In PAS 17, the death of 
Hsu-chao's daughters translates into purification of the 
father. In PAS 30/8:14, annointing with vermillion water 
of male children -— >- "heaven's cauterization" which repels 
sickness. Analysis of the passages on the denotative level 
translates a male situation interpreting the particular 
water/purification. In a contrastive paradigm to water/ 
feasting the critical element is the metaphoric inclusion 
of female in PAS 11, of scholars (male) in PAS 17, and the 
time reference from the pre-Han to post-Han dynasty China 
in PAS 17.

The general category of color also articulates the 
preference for the male in water/purification. In PAS 28, 
the particular color red may be logically related as [red: 
production:female]. The color red is metonymically related 
to the acquiring of sewing skills of the female. In the 
discussion on annointment, the color red is expressed
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[red:preservation:male]. Both particulars of the color red 
are positive and auspicious in their domains, yet the 
symmetry is disparate in terms of preference. The argument 
is easily explicated from the structure generating water/ 
purification in the Social domain:

[red:production:female :: red:preservation:male].
The purification of the male is me tonymi c a1ly related to the 
female. It is deduced that the symbol female interprets 
(produces) the context in which the male is purified (pre
served) . The preference of the male in the Social domain is 
thus translated in this final articulation of interpreting 
the general category of water.

In analysis of PAS 4/1:1 both a comment on sentiment 
and particular categories are deduced. The reductions 
explicating the symbolic structure are:

Ju-yuan (housegirl) : loyalty : gentleman
Gentleman (scholar) : charity : merchant
Ju-yuan : unloyal : merchant

The structures generate the relationships between Ju-yuan,
scholar and merchant as:

[Ju-yiian/scholar/Ju-ylian/merchant]
[Ju-yuan/scholar = Ju-yiian/merchant + wealth] •

These binary sets are appealing in interpretation on the 
level of social structure, a disparity of economic class. 
From the passages denoting the four categories of people, 
in vertical order from top to bottom, the scholar precedes
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the merchant.- As indicated in the infrastructure of PAS 4, 
these four categories of the populace are not ranked 
according to wealth.

Another symbol which is expressed in this passage as 
well as in PAS 8, is that of excrement, To the Privy 
Matron, the deity associated on the denotative level to 
activity ascribed to women, and to Ju-yuan,. who seeks pro
tection and welfare in the mound of night-soil, excrement is 
in the ritual text transformed from indirect, preconscious 
formulation of the syntagmatic series in PAS 4, to the 
generative paradigm articulated in PAS 8. The structural 
model expresses excrement as interpreting a particular realm 
for women in central China.

In the cosmological domain, the binary opposition 
between Buddhism and traditional ancestral worship are 
empirically expressed in PAS 29/7:15 from the ritual 
activity and the exegetical notes. From the order of 
symbolic phenomena in PAS 29 the deduction begins as:

Buddhist monks/nuns -»-*■
Taoist male/female (?) - k V ^ e s  bowlsof food i
Commoners male/female (?) . ■+->- „-offering to

Buddhist
deities

From the notes, the logical relationship articulated in
the ritual activity of the social domain is:

[incompetence/competence: : 5 generation s/7 generations] .



The performance of ritual activity traditionally would be 
determined by the 5 generations. Buddhist prescription for 
competent performance expands the ritual activity to 7 
generations, inclusive of not only the Buddhist deities, but 
also imperial worship and worship of mythological pro
genitors recognized.by the imperial court. The reductions 
which follow are descriptive of the opposition of 
traditional/untraditional spiritual worship:

Cosmological domain Buddhist/traditional ancestral
worship

Social domain 7 generations/5 generations
Economic domain Change/static

The analysis further explicates [Buddhism:High culture 
(imperial court).ancestral worship:Low culture (commoners)] 
in the infrastructure of unconscious ordering in the ritual 
text. In the analysis of PAS 34/12:8 the traditional/ 
untraditional paradigm again is articulated as:

(proverb)

villagers

villagers

villagers (?)

From the passage the alliance of traditional/untraditional 
to Buddhist/ancestral worship is reiterated as:

drum beats Spring grasses New Year
sprout

gather beat on small
hip drums ^

carry on heads of animals-*- ^e-*-c°nie
staffs . Hew Year
make image of Indra expel

Warrior Plague .
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untraditional/traditional 

meat proscription/meat presentation 
New Year insignificant/New Year significant

The structural claim in the analysis of these passages is
that Buddhism is not overt in central China, and on the
conscious and unconscious levels, is a contradiction
mediated only on the structural level of the individual as
in PAS 29 and not in the village at large, as in PAS 34.

In the ritual text, the essential symbolic referent
expressed in activity related to the God of the Soil is
four (4). In PAS 3/2,

{convening of the four neighborhoods —-►ancestral worship
(center)].

PAS 2 3/5:5,
[azure, red, white, black — >-silk amulet (yellow center)], 

Logical relationships between the symbols express: 
yellow: central alter :: center ( ):ancestor 
yellow (traditional progenitor):China (country) 
alter:ancestor.

It is explicit in the passage that Buddhism is not a shared 
sentiment of the four neighborhoods and that from analysis, 
the structures generate the traditional worship to the God 
of the Soil as PAS 31/9:9 reduces to:

farmer g8 ^  ^  d f rmerchants uncultivated — » feast
artisans flelds
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This structure is further reduced through the exegetical, 
definitions of "going out to the cultivated fields," as: 

go out to
cultivated fields -4

record renewed agri
cultural activity 4

sacrifice to
God of the Soil -> Feast

(PAS 3) .
The opposition in PAS 31 is resolved in analysis of the
structure, articulating:

go out to un
cultivated fields 4

record new 
agricultural 
activity 4

sacrifice to
God of -the Soil Feast.

From the structural analysis of the ritual text, 
the models intuited and deduced from the symbolic phenomena 
correlate with the historical descriptions of central China, 
From the historical text, the Sui Shu (Sui Dynasty, 581-617 
A.D., 1975), we are told that the period circumscribing the 
recording of the ritual activity in central China was a 
period of transition.^ Rebel outrages in the north sent 
discontented Chinese upper classes south of the Yangtze 
River into central China. After a generation of northern

5. The historical information from the Sui Shu is 
taken from Chi-ch'ao ting (1936:75-112),
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barbarian dynasties, those of the upper classes faced the 
situation of a permanent stay in thisanew territory„ It was 
also in the north that Buddhism was first adopted and 
translated into Chinese script from Sanskrit„ Buddhism 
appears oppositional in central China.

The disparity of economic classes was maintained as 
the northern immigrants in central China established 
southern dynasties in the alien territory, naming new pre
fectures and districts by the names of their native terri
tory and establishing political hegemony over the natives of 
their domains. This general historical indication is 
abstractly expressed in the structures and models derived 
through the analysis.

The structural analysis provides a model of internal 
relationships between the symbolic elements within the text 
as well as a meaningful abstraction of the structural 
organization of behavior and society in central China, 
Although the paradigm of old/young in ritual performance and 
young/old in consummating the ritual internally and physio
logically by drinking the offering was articulated, finer 
expressions of ritual processes were unattainable due to the 
simplicity of the text. Also, it was expressed in the 
analysis, that the use of the number "4" is significant as 
a symbol of social organization in central China. In the 
communal sacrifice to the God of the Soil, PAS 13, the 
ceremony calls for the convening of the four neighborhoods,
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The rite prescribes the convening of four neighborhoods, 
possibly from the four cardinal directions.^

What is understood from the structures are not 
definitions of behavior, but categories of behavior derived 
through logical process of intuition and deduction. In the 
category of divination, the structure articulates the rela
tionship of divination of sericultural affairs to the female 
member of society. What it does not define is the system 
of divination applied. It would be in the realm of this 
kind of complexity, given on the semeiotic level the 
apparatus of divination, which would lend to a fuller under
standing of the categories affecting social behavior in 
central China. In a richer text of symbols, it would be 
interesting to analyze empirical phenomena which express 
multi-classificatory systems indigenous to Chinese culture 
and society.

Even though the models of reality allow for the 
understanding of behavioral categories, they are not 
explanatory of "real" social transactions. And although 
not intended in Levi-Strauss1 objective in structural 
analysis, ethnographic description appears to be the next 
logical approach in a broader field of anthropological 
design for the study of culture. A holistic description of

6 . See Durk-he.im and Mauss (1963) for a discussion 
on categories in traditional Chinese culture.
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culture would necessitate a concern for systemic interrela
tions between culture and environment, as well as between 
praxis application or economic distinctions with the struc
tural analysis of symbolists, to efficiently understand the 
complexity and diversity of human behavior,

9



APPENDIX A

CHING-CH'U SUI-SHIH-CHI ( -rf'J ^ 5
THE RECORD OF THE ANNUAL SEASONS 

IN CENTRAL CHINA

1. The first lunar month, first day. This is the
day san-yuan In the Spri ng and Autumn Annals it is
called the Beginning month, tuan-yeh . The cock
crows [and the people awaken]. [Proceeding] first to the

2front of the courtyard, pop sections of bamboo. [This is
performed] in order to ward off the shan-tsao /]} evil

3demons.
2. The old and young all are properly dressed and

capped. One by one [they] offer obeisance. Present pepper
4 p? -Hrspice wine. Drink peach soup. Present T'u-su y-j|

1. The term san-yuan is derived from the numerical 
representation ascribed to the beginning of the year, month, 
and day. Thus, the "three beginnings."

2. In the absence of gunpowder, sections of bamboo 
were thrown into a fire creating the "popping" sound 
familiar in firecrackers of a later period. The term is
ES2-51™.

3. In the notes of the text, it states that there 
are people in the West who grow to over a foot in height, 
with [only] one foot. By nature they are unafraid of 
people. If the shan-tsao demons are offended, they will 
cause chills and fever among the populace.

4. The peach soup t'ao-t' ang jfJljy.Sp was drunk as 
an effective agent against noxious vapors and demons. The 
peach is interesting as to its powers as an apotropaic 
elixir. Neither its fruit or flower alone are efficacious;.

24
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5 nwine and glutinous horn soup (chiao-ya t 'ang

Set down the five bitter dishes.  ̂ Present the sorted 
potions. Take the expelling demon pills (ch 1ueh-kuei wan 

j7 J l j  ) . Each [participant] presents an egg.7 Make
a peach board [for the] inner door. It is called "wood of 
the immortals." All [of the participants] drink the re
maining wine [from the offerings] one by one from the 
youngest [to the eldest].

3. Placard a portrait of the cock on the inner
gdoor. Suspend rush ropes above it. Set a peachwood amulet 

beside it. The hundred demons will fear this.

the wood was particularly suitable material for making the
Guardian divinities Shen T'u ^\_ and Yu Lu $
But here, figures carved from the peachwood apparently came
to be replaced by portraits of the same divinities on flat 
peach boards.

5. T 1 u-su wine *2$̂. is a wine mixed with water 
in which certain drugs/potions have been steeped as a 
specific agent to ward off plague.

6. The five bitter dishes, according to the notes 
of the text, stimulated the effluvia of the five viscera 
organs.

7. According to the notes, during the Liang 
dynasty (502-556 A.D.), meats were not eaten because of the 
Buddhist dietary proscription. From this period on, in 
central China, the eggs of fowl were not presented as an 
offering during the ritual ceremonies.

8. The fact that rushes were used as anti-demon 
ropes is well documented in Bodde (1975: 130) . In the notes 
of the text, it states that while the Guardians Shen T'u and 
Yu Lu were under a peach tree on top of Mt. Tu So M  , 
they saw multitudes of demons wildly burying people. The 
Guardians rescued the people by using ropes, wei-so
and fed the demons to the tigers. p
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4. Further, take a string of cash attached to a 

staff at its foot [one end] and rotate it in order to pitch- 
sweep the nightsoil. [This activity] is said to call upon 
Ju-ylian ~i.a .9

5. The first lunar month, seventh day, is the day 
for the people10 (jen-j ih )3 ). Take seven
varieties of vegetables and make a broth. Cut multi-colored 
silk into [images] of people, op chase human [figures] onto 
metal/gold foil. Take the images and paste them on wind 
screens. Also wear [the figurines attached to] hair pins.

9. The notes of the text relate a story about a 
merchant named Ch'u-ming who was passing through Peng-tse 
Lake when a cart and horse appeared. The cart and horse be
longed to Ch'ing hung-chun. Ch'ing, wanting Ch'u-ming to 
pass ahead, was very courteous and asked if Ch'u-ming was in 
need of any supplies. Another person traveling in the group 
instructed him to beg for Ju-yuan, a house girl among the 
gentleman's entourage. Ch'u-ming asked the gentleman and 
although Ch'ing was fond of Ju-yuan, he consented to his 
fellow traveler's request. Since that time anything the 
merchant wanted Ju-yuan would get. One night Ju-yuan arose 
and walked into a mound of nightsoil. Ch'u-ming took a staff 
and beat the nightsoil calling for her to return. In the 
end, she never reappeared. Today, in the north, people on 
the night of the fifteenth day of the first lunar month, 
stand at the edge of a mound of nightsoil, taking their 
staffs and beating it while chanting [Ch'u-ming's] lamenta
tions .

10. According to the notes of the text, the first
day of the first lunar month is the day of the cock, the
second of the dog, the third of the sheep, the fourth is the
day of the pig, the fifth is of the ox, the sixth is of the
horse, and the seventh day is of the people. On the first 
day a portrait of the cock is placarded on the outer gate.
On the seventh day the Chinese character for people (jen ) 
is written on silk scrolls. On the first day, the cock is 
not slaughtered, the second day dogs are not slaughtered, 
and so forth. On the seventh day, crimes are not committed.
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Further, make hair ornaments (hwa-sheng ^  ylj ̂  ) to present 
as gifts. Ascend to a high place and compose lyrics and 
poetry.

6. [On] the day of Spring's Beginning (li-ch 'un
' everyone cuts multi-colored silk into [images] of 

swallows. Carry them [around]. Paste [the Chinese charac
ters] "good Spring" (i-ch' iin ) [on the swallows] .

7. [On] the first lunar month, fifteenth day, make 
a bean cake. Add fat oil on top and [offer it in] worship 
to the Outer Gate and Inner Door [Guardians]. [Proceed] 
first of all to take poplar branches and insert them in the 
outer gate. Follow the direction indicated by the [tip] of 
the poplar branches.Still further, with wine, meats, and 
dishes of food as offerings, and the bean cake, insert 
bamboo stalks [chopsticks— chu ] , and worship the 
Guardians.

8. [On] this night [of the first lunar month, 
fifteenth day] welcome the Privy Matron (Tzu-ku ^  )
With divination, foretell the arrival of the silkworms on 
mulberry trees. At the same time, divine the multitudes 
of affairs.

11. The direction East is auspicious during the 
Spring season.
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9. During the night of the first lunar month, demon

12birds cross over-head. [Each] household clamors on the 
beds and beats the inner doors. Dog ears^ are torn and 
candle lanterns extinguished in order to exorcise the demons,

10. The first lunar month, on the evening of the 
last day, reeds and rushes [are set afire] to illuminate 
the middle of the well and privy. Then the hundred demons 
will depart.

11. [From] the first day to the last [of the first 
lunar month] everyone drinks together. They gather to drink 
wine and eat foods. Men and women float adrift in boats. 
Some are [on the] shore overlooking the water feasting,

12. From the notes of the text other nominal 
references to these demon birds, kuei-niao , are
yin-fei niao ^ "obscure flying bird, " yeh-nsing yu-nu

Jij ril r "the night roaming woman," and ku-huo_^tr
^  "unmarried slave-girl." v

13. Dogs were already being eaten by humans in 
Neolithic China; at least as early as the Shang dynasty they 
were being used for sacrificial purposes. The early Fu (yfv_- 
concealment) ceremony for averting hot weather in the be-7 
ginning days of the sixth month, included dismemberment of 
dogs (Bodde, 1975:321). From the notes of the text, it 
states that if the demon birds are caught by children, the 
birds will be raised by them. If there is a son, his clothes 
are annointed with blood to express loyalty. Apparently in 
central China, these demon birds were expelled often.

14. From the notes of the text, it states that from 
the first day to the last day of the fî rst month, everyone 
pours wine in honor jcf a deity (lei ) and crosses
the water (tu shui ) . Presently, it is dangerous to
cross the waters, thus on these last days of the lunar 
month, feasting and libations have been canceled; some 
women just wash clothes.
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12, [On] the day of the Spring Equinox, the popu

lace all plant "guard against fire" grass (chieh-huo tsao
On top of the roof are birds like ravens} ̂ 

First of all the cock crows, [then these birds] come and go. 
The populace awaits these birds then walk out into the 
fields in order to greet them.

13, [On] the day [of the sacrifice to] the God of 
the Soil, the four neighborhoods all convene for a communal 
[offering] to the God of the Soil, Build a roof under the 
trees. First of all, worship the spirits [ancestors?]. 
Afterward dine on these sacrificial meats.

15. This particular grass is not listed in the 
Chronicle of Plants and Animals (Pen-tsao kang-mu 
~"Q r  It is likely a regional grass used in a secular rite 
which would guard against a disaster, fire, during the 
fertile period of the Spring Equinox.

16. Ravens (wu ) are descriptive of a dark 
colored bird. Swallows are often found to be referred to as 
hsuan-niao ( ), again, a dark colored bird. The
traditional belief is that the Spring Equinox was the day 
when the swallows return from the south. Concerning the 
swallow, the Shuo-wen 5C_) dictionary (100 A .D .) states
states: "The yvi Zj (another name for a dark bird —  the
swallow] comes at the Spring Equinox and departs at the 
Autumn Equinox. It is the bird which [by its coming] in
augurates the period of productive growth." Further in the 
Cheng Hsuan commentary of the Li chi Cheng chu ‘tLibf ̂  • 
it says: "The swallow, because it arrives when life is ex^ 
panding, and because it then nests on human habitations to 
raise its young, is a symbol of marriage. The Matchmaking 
Official uses it [the bird's arrival] as an indication of 
the time [when he should begin his matchmaking activities]" 
(Li chi Cheng chu 5/5a-b).

17. From the notes, it states that one hundred 
families convene to make the communal ritual.
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14. [For] one hundred and fifty days [after] the

festival of the Winter Solstice, there are ill winds and
18heavy rains. [This period] is called "Cold Foods." [It 

is] prohibited to have fires for three days. Make a malt- 
sugar [porridge] from barley.

1915. Compete in cockfights. Carve the eggs of 
the fowl. Compete [with] the carved eggs.

16. Kick the ball, swing, and play a game of
, , 20 hooks.

18. During the three days, fires were extinguished 
and only cold foods were eaten. According to the Chou Shu 
[from the notes to the text] in Mid-Spring a wooden bell was 
rung to regulate the prohibition of fires in central China. 
When the end of Spring arrived (chi-ch1 iin ) , fires 
could not be burned. [The Cold Foods festival is toward the 
end of the Mid-Spring period.]

19. Eggs are first dyed with lacquer, then carved 
or etched on. The eggs would then be judged on their 
illustrative qualities. In th|? notes to the text is a 
passage from Tung Chung-shu ( I’f ) , a philosopher of 
the Han dynasty, which states that "the heart is like the 
egg of [one's] lodging. [It is] the internal organ of the 
body. With it [one may] prove [his] strength. [It is] 
similar to the principle in [cock] fighting."

20. According to the notes of the text, the game
of kicking the ball was present in the days of the legendary 
Yellow Emperor. Originally ta-ch ' iu j'J' was^ £ military
weapon [catapult?] . Swinging , ch 1 iu-ch * ien 
is related to the game of kicking the ball and is said to 
be an exercise for the quick and nimble. In a story 
relating the travels of one Kung shu-tze in Ch'u [central 
China], while being engaged in boat warfare it says that 
"as Ch'u [state] retreated, [Kung' s boats] then linked them 
up [with hooks]. As Ch'u advanced, Kung then pursued them 
(ch'iang ^ - - t o  meet on with force). [This tactic is] 
called kou^ch' iang . Following this engagement and
the defeat of Yiieh , the [tactic] of hooking became a
game,
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17. [On] the third month, third day, scholars

(shih-min, )  go out to the islets of the rivers, ponds,
and pools. This is [done] for the drinking of floating

21winecups on the winding waterway.
18. [On] this day, acquire shu-ch 'ii rl grass, 

honey juice, and flour. This is called "dragon tongue 
cakes." [The cakes are eaten] in order to overcome the 
seasonal ethers.

19. [During] the fourth month, there are birds 
[which are] named huo-ku Its name is derived from
its bird-call. Farmers await this bird's arrival, then take 
the ox-plow and rake out into the fields.

21. From Bodde (1975:273-281) we learn that on the 
third day of the third month, assemblies of people were 
festivals embodying spiringtime renewal, purification, and 
sexual rites. After the Han dynasties, it became more 
simply an occasion for springtime picnicking and merrymaking 
either beside or on the water. Among scholars, in particu
lar, the merrymaking was given a highly refined expression 
by combining wine drinking with the writing of poetry 
beside what is called "winding waterways"--ch1 u shui .
These were narrow, twisting streams on which cups filled 
with wine were set afloat. As the cups drifted down and 
past the assembled company, they would be seized and drunk 
by the scholars, who at the same time would compose poems.
In the notes of the text, it relates a story about Hsu Chao 
of P'ing-yuan [who] at the beginning of the third month had 
three daughters born to him, all [of whom] died on the 
third day. The entire village regarded this as an ominous 
occurrence, so they led him to the bank of a stream and 
washed him and purged (fu ) him. Afterward they made
use of the stream for floating winecups.

22. According to the Chronicle of Plants and 
Anima 1 s (1/617) , shu-ch 'ii grass is used to regulate the 
cold-cough and phlegm.
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20. [The] fifth month is traditionally called [the]

Evil month— e-yiieh Zf . [There are] many prohibitive
superstitions [such as] exposing the bed to sunlight (p 1 u
chuang ) • sleeping on straw mats (chien-tu ,

2 3and building a roof.
21. [On] the fifth month, fifth day scholars, 

farmers, merchants, and artisans together trample the 
hundred grasses. Further, there is a game of fighting with 
the hundred grasses. Pick the moxa [grass] (ai_ ,X__) [which] 
look like people. Suspend [the moxa grass] above the door 
in order to exorcise the poisonous ethers.̂

23. Traditionally, on the fifth month [one] did not
climb up on the roof for he is apt to see ghost encounters,
Eberhard (1968:159) finds a connection between tabu and the 
ancient practice that when a man died, his son would climb 
the roof and there call upon the man's soul to return to
his body. Another passage in the Comprehensive Meaning of
Customs (1/8 5) (Feng-su t'ung-i , ) by Ying-shao
states that "to roof a building during bffe fifth month
will cause the person [so doing] to become bald." According 
to the notes of the text, on the fifth month beds would be 
exposed to the sun, when suddenly a child was seen lying 
dead on the bed. [The child] actually was not dead, but 
later died [after the apparition] (see Bodde, 1975:302-314).

24. During the Summer Solstice, owing to fear,
strong smelling vegetables [as garlic, onions, etc.] would
be hung on red cords on gates and doors to ward off 
destructive insects. According to the notes, during this 
period [there are] many diseases, thus the moxa grass is 
the first to [be planted] and grow. The Chronicle of 
Plants and Animals (1/8̂ 17) informs us that the hundred
grasses (pai-ts 1 ao ^  JjL ) regulate the hundred ills.
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22. [On] this day there is fear of crossing 

r i v e r s . P i c k  assorted herbs.
2723. [Charms made] with five colors of silk • are

bound to the forearm. [This charm] is called "Warders off
of Weapons" (p 1 i-ping ) . [It] causes people not to
be sick from pestilence. Furthermore, there are bracelets,

2 8and so forth [which are] sewn from assorted materials.
With [these sewn articles] mutually present them as gifts. 
Acquire a myna bird and teach it to speak.

24. [On] the Summer solstice, make an offering of 
rice cakes (tsung

25. In the words of Eberhard (196 8: 39 5-396) , the 
fifth day of the fifth month is best known as the Dragon 
Boat festival: "It was a ritual sacrifice of humans to the
river in order to ensure fertility. . . . It is perfectly
clear that the boat race is a fight between two parties and 
the losing party is sacrificed." Another theme associated 
with the Double Fifth is that of persons who drown or other
wise commit suicide and whose bodies float on rivers or 
lakes, and who become objects of a cult.

26. The herbs, according to the notes of the text, 
are to be stored in order to expel poisonous ethers.

27. According to the notes, the cloth charms are 
made of silk in azure, red, white, and black--representations 
of the four cardinal directions. The color yellow, symbolic 
of the center, is sewn in the middle of the charm

28. The cloth charms, and other articles such as 
the bracelets are sewn on the chest and forearm to display 
the woman's work in sericulture. The variety of grasses 
hung for the exorcising of the multitudes of demons and ills 
are expressions of the man's work in agriculture.

29. The rice cakes are best known as a rationaliza
tion after the Han dynasties for the offering of triangular 
rice cakes to the spirit of Ch'u Yuan on the Double Fifth 
festival.
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25. [On] this day, take chrysanthemum and make it 

into dust. [The powder of the flower] is [used] in order to 
repel young wheat moths.

26. [On] the sixth month, the Day of Concealment
(fu j ih ^ ^  everyone makes noodles and soup (t 'ang
ping Ĵ r --pastry in soup). The name of the [dish] is 
"Warding off Evil" (p'i-o ygjj- ) .31

27. The seventh month, seventh day is the night of
32the meeting of the Cowherd with the Weaving Maiden.

28. [On] this night, the women of the households
tie [together] multi-colored silk strands (lou ) in

33order to thread "seven-hold" needles. Some take gold,
34silver, or a t 1ou stone to make the needles. Arrange 

melons and fruit in front of the courtyard in order to seek

30. The term fu jih means the day of "hiding, 
crouching down, or to be concealed." During the swelling 
heat of the summer season, it is the day of escaping the 
discomforts of the seasonal period.

31. The dish of noodles in soup, "Warding off Evil," 
was drunk to expel epidemics, insects, and the evil forces 
associated with the hot humid weather. According to the 
notes of the text, this dish goes back at least as early
as the Wei dynasty (220-265 A.D.).

32. The festival of the Cowherd and Weaving Maiden 
is associated with the constellations which supposedly see 
each other across the Milky Way on this date. Magpies build 
a bridge to effect the meeting of these mythical lovers,

33. Chen /$j' --needles, pins; could be rectangular 
and elongated charms’ with a hole pierced through allowing 
them to be threaded.

34. T 1 ou shih a precious stone from Persia,
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[needle work] skills [from the Weaving Maiden] . Have a red 
spider (hsi tzu ) [web] a net over the melons. [This]
then is taken as an auspicious rendering [of weaving skills].

29. [On] the seventh month, fifteenth day,
[Buddhist] monks and nuns, Taoist and commoners (sii A^~ —
laymen) all prepare bowls [of foods] to offer to the various 
Buddhas.^

30. [On] the eighth month, fourteenth day, the 
entire populace takes vermillion water and annoints the 
foreheads of male children. This is called "Heaven's

35. From the notes of the text, the seventh month, 
fifteenth day, is a festival for deliverance of the "hungry 
demons" (Yu-lan p'en jj? ) . The secular belief,
transforming ancestral worship into the Buddhist rite is 
suggested in the story appended to the text, about Mu-lien 
who saw amongst her mother, a hungry demon. With an earthen 
ware bowl filled with food, she presented offerings to her 
mother. The offering had not [yet] entered her [mother's] 
mouth when it was changed into charcoal. After this, the 
offering was inedible. Mu-lien cried out and quickly the 
Pure Buddha appeared. Buddha spoke, "Your mother's crime 
was severe and not [just the crime of] one person. What 
[should be] done now?" The Buddha continued. "Accept the 
proper forces of the Ten Directions (shih-fang 'Tj ) 
priests, [and Buddhist] majestic spirits. Until the seventh 
month, fifteenth day, regard the centrality of your parents' 
difficulties [upon] the seven generations." One regards 
great grandparents, grandparents, parents, oneself, and 
children as the "five generations" (wu-tai ) • In
ancestral worship, the rites may be attended to according 
to these categories of generation. The seven generations 
(ch'i-tai -hr ) refer to the ancestral worship accorded the 
five generations, but also Imperial sacrifices (t_i chiao 

iCP ) and ancestral sacrifices (tsung tsu y  /jhjLl to 
one's legendary or mythical primogenitor. Thu£ ,x Mu-lien was 
told to "prepare five flavors and five melons. Place them 
in a bowl and make an offering to nourish the Great Virtues 
of the Ten Directions. The Buddha commands the multitudes 
of priests. [Of those who are supportive of Buddha through
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Cauterization" (t ' ien-chih [This is done] in
order to repel sickness. Furthermore, take multi-colored, 
brocaded silk and make "eye-brightening" sacks (yen-ming 
nang ^  These are mutually presented as gifts.

31. [On] the ninth month, ninth day, scholars, 
farmers, merchants, and artisans all go out to the unculti
vated fields to drink and feast.

32. [On] the tenth month, first day, make glutinous 
rice with meat broth (shu ho t  . [This day] was tradi
tionally referred to as the "first day" [New Year's day 
during the Ch'in dynasty] (Ch 1 in sui-shou 3 ) . 38

acts of charity] all will be granted a title of patron. In 
deep meditation, wish happiness for the seven generations of 
[your] parents. In the end [your mother] will receive [your] 
offerings of food." At this moment, Mu-lien's mother 
escaped from the suffering of the hungry demon [and was able 
to accept her daughter's acts of filial piety].

36. Vermillion is the color of blood, which is the
life force. Thus the annointment is effective as a warding
off of death, as well as sickness.

37. According to the notes on the text, on this 
day five "eye brightening" sacks were made from filling the 
sacks with the dewy tops of the hundred grasses. The dew 
will cause the eyes to be bright.

38. The mention of the founding of the first 
unification of China under the Ch'in dynasty (2 56-207 B.C.) 
on the first day of the tenth month raises the question as
to the popular or political value of the entry itself in a
sixth century text of secular and ritual ceremonies in 
central China.
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33. [During] the month of midwinter, pick frosted 

rape-turnips (shuang wu-ching jjjL ) , mallow39 (k 'uei
, and other assorted vegetables. Dry them. Altogether, 

[these vegetables] make salt-pickled vegetables.
34. [The] twelfth month, eighth day, is the day of 

the Yearend (La_ ^  ) . A proverb declares that [as soon as] 
the Yearend drum is sounded, the Spring grasses will sprout. 
Villagers gather and beat small hip drums. Carry [suspended 
on staffs] heads of animals (Iru t_]_ou. >8 ) ̂  and make [an
image] of the Indra Warrior (Chin kang ^  in order to
expel plague.

39. The mallow, according to the Chronicle of 
Plants and Animals (1/610), was a common food in ancient 
times. It is ranked first of the five vegetables. The 
mallow sown in the sixth or seventh month is called ch1iu- 
k 1uei [Fall mallow], that sown in the eighth or ninth month 
is called tung-k 1uei [Winter mallow], and in the first 
month, ch1un-k 1uei [Spring mallow]. Thus the plant received 
its value to the peasantry of central China from its tri
annual harvest.

40. The term hu-t 1ou most likely in this usage, 
refers to the meat of animals hung during sacrificial rites. 
In the Monthly Ordinances of the Four Categories of People 
(Ssu-min yueh-ling, {L, f t  ~r 12.1:74) by Ts'ui Shih, an
account of the stages of the La festival is given. "In the 
twelfth month, on the La, offerings are made of rice and 
geese. Five days before this time, pigs are slaughtered, 
and three days before, sheep are slaughtered." It is prob
able that the heads of these animals were carried on staffs 
as part of the Yearend festival. Further, in Chen Hsuan's 
commentary on the Records of Ceremonial (see Li-chi Cheng 
chu, 5/24b), a case for an equation for "la" the festival, 
and "1 ieh" --to hunt, is presented. Accordingly, "la"
is the designation for sacrifice made of the animals which 
have been caught in the hunt, "lieh."

41. The term Chin kang is a transliteration of the 
Sanskrit term for the "diamond hero" and protector of 
Buddhism.
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35. [On] this day, everyone takes a small pig and 

wine to make an offering to the Hearth God.
36. Before the New Year, again play the game of

pare [fresh] meats, fish, and vegetables. [These foods] 
are to arrive at the place of the [New] Year's [Eve] 
lodgings in order to welcome the New Year, Gather and 
drink to one's content [and] reserve the foods of the [New] 
Year's [Eve] lodgings until the twelfth day of the New Year. 
Then, discard [the offerings of food] in the streets in 
order to acknowledge the departure of [the] old and the 
arrival of [the] new.

42. Apparently a game of hiding things is an 
ancient game played by men and women. The notes of the text 
remark that after the day of the Yearend festival, elder 
men and women would each follow their own class (ch'ai 4̂ —
— by age grades or sex?). 1

hiding the horn (tsang-k 'ou
37. [At the] end of the year, all households pre-



APPENDIX B

ENTRY OF THE RECORD OF THE ANNUAL SEASONS OF 
CENTRAL CHINA IN THE^SSU-K'U CH'UAN-SHU 

TSUNG-MU y# g , THE GENERAL
INDEX TO THE FOUR CATEGORIES OF THE 
COMPLETE WORKS OF CHINESE BOOKS

The old text mentions Tsung-lin of the Chin 
dynasty as the author. In the Explanation of Books and 
Records (Shu-lu chieh-t1 i "j| , it suggests that
the work is of the Liang dynasty. Investigating the Bio
graphical Annals of the History of the Liang Dynasty, it is
recorded in the third year, seventh month of the first
Emperor, Ch'en Wang ( , ca. 555 A.D.), that in the
capitol office of the Grand Historiographer, Tsung-lin
became a member of the Board of Civil Office (Li pu ^  )
of the Grand Historiographer. Further, in the Biographical 
Records of the Southern Histories, first Emperor, it is 
recorded that because of the tranquility of Wu-ling"*" [a 
major city in central China], there were critics of those 
desiring the use of war ships in a forthcoming movement and 
reestablishment of the Civil Office at Yeh

1. Wu-ling has in the past been referred to
as the capitol of Ch'u, central China, during the Three 
Kingdoms period (222-265 A .D .). It often appears as the
site T 1ien-men ̂  P 
ture Nan chtin

, a city of the ancient Southern prefec- 

39
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Tsung-lin states in the preface that the Han- 

Chinese of the Yellow River Basin are all people of Ch'u 
[central China] and are not originally the emigrants from 
the north. This text, then, is all anecdotes of Ch'u 

culture and at the same time accounts of its people. The 
old text mentions them as [people of] Chin. This is in
correct .

The Treatises of the T'ang and Sung Dynasty 
Histories compiles the work into one chapter and the present 
text is in accordance with this. But, the entry in the Wen- 
hsien t'ung-k?ao ^  (Comprehensive Investigations
in Literature), is, however, in four chapters. Examining 
the Explanation of Books and Records (a Sung dynasty com
pilation) it is recorded that Tsung-lin preface states:
"The fu written by Fu yuan /O ("Gathering at Dawn on

I 2
New Year's Day"), is above that of Tu tu ." The text
is a narration of the appearance of Fall and the cyclical 
rotation of seasons, a transmission of "cultured manners" 
and ceremonies of the Yearend festival. Its composition and

2. Tu tu was a lesser erudite during the
Eastern Han dynasty (25-220 A.D.) who while imprisoned, was 
ordered to write a eulogy for a court official. Since his 
eulogy was acclaimed the best, his sentence was commuted and 
he was pardoned. Apparently, Tsung-lin’s comparison of 
Tu tu's eulogy and the "fu" of Fu-yuan, which is an account 
of the splendor of the beacon fires during preparations for 
the coming festival on the first day of the first lunar 
month, is one of personal conjecture. Tsung-lin seemingly 
finds the spirit of popular festivals above those of pre
scribed mourning (see Bodde, 1975:286).



style are eclectic. The related events are not immense and 
the record is, by and large, written in the style of a 
novella.

events of central China? from the first day to the remaining 
significant days of the lunar year, there are over twenty 
events. But it is difficult, without the four-chapter edi
tion, to know where in the T'ung-k'ao [edition] transmission 
is false. Further, the four-chapter edition can be used to 
examine the present text. Actually there are thirty-six 
events. We know of Ch'en chun-sun's (compiler of the 
Explanation of Books and Records) recording of Tsung-lin's 
preface where he has taken the character "three" and mis
taken it for the character "two."

to Chang-ch1ien1s boarding the raft to Heaven's river, 
seeing the Weaving Maiden gathering branches and weaving 
tools, and alchemy; all of which are spoken of in the 
Records of the Annual Seasons in Central China. The present 
text is without these events, The thirty-six events then do 
not represent the complete text.

during the Han dynasty whose exploits helped pacify the 
tribes of the West.

From recording the annual seasons, folklore, and

In Chou-mi's K 1uei-hsin magazine, we are introduced

The annotations of the present text are thought to
be from the Sui dynasty work

3. , was a soldier of fortune
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Therefore many of the annotations are introduced in Tu 
kung-shan1s work during the reign of King Wen of the Sui 
dynasty (ca. 581 A .D.), the Treasury of Illuminating 
Knowledge (Yii-chu pao-tien . In the Treatises
of the T'ang History it includes Tsung-lin's Record in the 
Annual Seasons in Central China of one chapter further 
exhibited in two chapters by Tu kung-shan. Is the original 
text one chapter? Tu kung-shan1s Record of the Annual 
Seasons in Central China is in two chapters. Later authors 
combined them to make three chapters.
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SOCIAL ECONOMIC PHYSIOLOGICAL COSMOLOGICAL

Soup ritual --- thick/thin deity/demon-ilIs
Wine old/young N young/oId

-- intellectual/ physical stimulant guaffation /libation

Grass A/production A/agricultural demon/ills ignited/presented
Cakes ritual - alimentary/apotropaic grass(-)/grass (+)
Cock spatial/ritual spatial/agric, -- human
Human old/youngyoung/old A/oagricult/sericult tend cattle/sewing grass/silk

birdscowherd/weaving-maiden ox/spider

Swallow(huo-ku) male(+)/female(-) A/agricult. annoint/expel (A) jO) dark bird

Silk O/production exprement O/sericult. sewing
images/charms weaving maiden privy matron

Water A/preservatiqn -- annoint/purge (pref. over 0) on/in

4 (four) community/country communal/sacrifice -- spatial/color
Red (color) male ( + )/female ( + ) O/production A/preservation blood/spider
Merchant/scholar wealth/virtue(charity) consumptive/distributive

-- wealth/charity

Buddhism/traditionalism 7 gen/5 gen high cult./Low cult. meat(-)/meat(+) artificial/natural
I

Figure 1. Permutation Chart of Symbols in General Domains
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